
> We had a company that made a promise. 

> It was made for the benefit of the employees, that ownership in that  was a possibility, and that we were on a trajectory of growth, that was well-managed, that was 
being readied for the future.  

> It was great. But there was just one thing – it wasn’t true.

> Liquidated throwing 30 people, several families into uncertainty. 


That promise was what had made the previous company strong. Great work on the back of a dedicated involved team. 




We had:

> An amazing group of people

> A promising group of clients

> The potential for real growth in both the services we’re offering, and the scale of the work we’re doing. 


>In other words, there was a business here. 

> Keep the people, we keep the clients, how do we keep the people?


> To make good on the original promise. 


> And that’s when we founded Each&Other. 



Each&Other is an agency that helps large organisations transform their operations through design-thinking.


But we’re more than that – we’ve made a promise to each other:

> A company that our team have a real tangible stake in.

> A company that shares it’s profits fairly. 

> A company that does great, globally-significant work.


This wasn’t a choice – it’s just what we are. It’s where the name comes from. All we did was articulate it. 




Employee owned.  
Employee lead. 

Run for the benefit of the  
people who work there.  



Become a company that  
we can be proud of. 



What we’ve  
learned this year…

> It’s easy to start a business


> It’s easy to talk about how great shared ownership is


> Turning a vision of shared ownership into a business that actually works, it’s a little different. 
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Keep the faith
(Because everyone will 

think you’re crazy)

> All we heard from advisors was that you’re mad. Keep the business with a couple of private owners, throw everyone a few quid and everyone will be happy.

> Asking people to work a month for free to get the business off to a good start

> The only ones who didn’t give us grief was the bank – who knew a good thing when they saw it. 

> We had to keep saying to advisors, to business friends, that we believed in this project. 

> We sent out a survey to the team, we gave ownership over the company structure to a group made up of several team members. 

> Everyone said that was crazy too – But it came up with great stuff - Save, invest, share. 

> So when everyone thinks you’re crazy, keep the faith. (especially when your bank isn’t worrying). 
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Find a patient solicitor 
(and he/she will also  

think you’re crazy)

> We arrived at JOCC with an A4 sheet of ‘things we want in the agreement’ and he was bewildered.  

> No simple answers to these questions. A company that grows naturally can change over time naturally, a company that begins from a standing start, that is asking 
people to hand over significant sums, will find it hard to balance protecting individual interests and fulfilling the vision. 

> That no one person can own more than 20% of the company. That you must be a paid employee in the company to retain any direct ownership. 

> Getting the maths right about the appropriate % for voting on special resolutions took our head of finance, an accountant and our solicitor a good half hour to figure 
out.

> A shareholder’s agreement that is “exotic and adventurous” – we have to accept that our rules of engagement will change over time. 

> Yeah, john saw us coming. 
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You have to get on the road 
(and not everyone can drive)

> Car anecdote (road trips)

> Everyone had their own personal and professional goals. Someone has to say no. 

> If we all get what we want now, we don’t get what we really care about. We have to commit to longer term goals. 

> It we’re pouring all our energy into something, it has to be for something real and sustainable. 

> Saying no, is the business equivalent of eating our greens.  

> We’ve had difficultly shaping the team in a way that works – first it was the set up team (12 people in a room), then it was 9, then it was 4. Then it was a different four. 

> This took us a long time to figure out. Now we have long terms agreed goals, and everything comes from them. 
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Change is painful 
(and never fast enough)

Mobile phones anecdote. 


> Lots of short term changes that happened too fast – that budgets suddenly tightened. That we had to do more work with less. 


> Long term changes not happening fast enough 

> Out plans for profit share have only had modest results, because profits take more than a year.  
We’re showing great results, so why hasn’t my paycheque gone north?


> We haven’t fulfilled our shared ownership structures yet. We can point to clauses in the shareholders agreement where we’ve agreed share dilution to a certain point to 
create space for a trust and more direct ownership for the team who aren’t currently shareholders. Pointing to a clause that has intention isn’t enough. 


> We lost people along the way. We couldn’t fulfil the long terms goals of the company quick enough. And that in itself changes the company. And every person who 
stops believing in the mission can rock your faith. 


Which brings us to the last lesson: 
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Faith needs friends

> With 9 business partners sometimes we still feel lonely.

> 72 different relationships 

> IPSA anecdote (struggling with change and then you find people who think you’re doing great.)

> A group like this today to share stories becomes incredibly important to a company like ours. 

> We’ve been contacted by an advertising agency has a 2026 plan to hand over to it’s employees. When someone comes to you asking for advice on managing the 
change, you start to think maybe we’re on to something. 




So how did we do?



New brand 
International work 

Shift in type of work 
Training business 

New office

> Like a christmas list of what we wanted



UK 



Dubai 



Nether- 
lands 



Ireland 



NEW 
YORK 

> We’re sending someone off to New York with some cash to see if we can drum up business. 







All in a year of 
record profit,  

and quality revenue



We will not  
move office

> This is the one thing that we decided not to do. 



> We moved office.

> A long term place that has space for us to expand

> A decade of hobbies



Thank You


